Frequently Asked Questions:

About finger imaging in California
Assembly member Judy Chu has introduced the Food for Families Act, AB 696. This bill makes a number of
improvements to California’s last-place Food Stamp Program. Included in this package of reforms is a proposal to
eliminate the Statewide Finger Imaging System. This brief responds to common questions about this proposal.
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hat is finger

imaging?
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ow much does

finger imaging cost
the state?

I

sn’t there proof

that SFIS is costeffective?

California requires all adult household members to give their electronic fingerprint and
photograph in order to get food stamp benefits or CalWORKs cash assistance. This system,
called SFIS, is designed to detect “multiple-aid fraud” – a situation in which someone gets
benefits in two counties at the same time or under two different names.

Governor Schwarzenegger proposes spending $8 million on SFIS in 2005-2006.

No. The California State Auditor can’t affirm that what has been spent and will be spent on
SFIS is worth it. In addition, the auditor found that the State Department of Social Services
never determined there was a multiple-aid fraud problem worthy of investing in SFIS in
the first place. The auditor is not the only non-partisan entity in California unable to justify
the state’s investment. The Legislative Analysts Office (LAO) found that due to the lack of
data on the number of cases that are deterred from committing welfare fraud by SFIS, the
implementation of greater work participa tion requirements since the evaluation of the
initial finger imaging pilot project, and the mixed experiences of other states, it could not
determine whether SFIS is cost-effective.

B

Only three other states use finger imaging to detect multiple aid fraud (New York, Texas
and Arizona). Texas commissioned an independent study of the cost effectiveness of its
California can’t
finger imaging system and found that finger imaging yielded no savings in benefit
make the case that payments. New York found that “if a state or locality already has an aggressive anti-fraud
finger imaging is
program, finger imaging may have relatively little impact, especially if multiple-case fraud
cost-effective, other is not a major problem compared to other types of welfare fraud.”
states can, right?
ut even if
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questions about the
effectiveness of
finger imaging, why
didn’t anyone try to
stop SFIS?

W

hat does the

state claim are the
savings from finger
imaging?

S

o if we get rid

of finger imaging
will duplicate-aid
fraud increase?

S

o how much will

California save by
passing AB 696 and
ending SFIS?

There were warnings from the federal government. According to the California State
Auditor’s 2003 report:
“The federal Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of the Inspector General
questioned whether Los Angeles County ’s fingerprint imaging system was a cost-effective
tool to prevent, detect, and deter duplicate-aid fraud. Additionally, in 1998 the United
States Department of Agriculture expressed concern about Social Services’ inability to
identify the extent of duplicate-aid fraud throughout the State and about its decision to use
Los Angeles County’s evaluation to substantiate the savings that SFIS would produce. In
fact, Social Services decided not to use federal funds to implement SFIS and instead to
proceed using only state funds, in part because the federal government was requiring it to
perform a cost-benefit analysis as a condition of using federal funds.”

Keep in mind that the auditor found that “incomplete cost data and a flawed method for
estimating savings renders Social Services’ cost-benefit analysis unreliable.” Nonetheless,
the Department of Social Services claims that $68.7 million was “saved” in 2003 by SFIS.

Forty-six states fight duplicate-aid fraud without an expensive finger imaging system by
using other technology already at work in California. If we believe that our fellow
Californians are no more fraudulent than the residents of those 46 other states, then these
tools should be more than adequate. Even if we don’t, California spends more on fraud
protection than any other state--by far. For example, the federal government alone spent
$32 million on fraud control in California through the food stamp program, compared to
$2.2 million in Texas, which has a similar number of food stamp participants. Remember
New York’s conclusion that “if a state or locality already has an aggressive anti-fraud
program, finger imaging may have relatively little impact, especially if multiple case fraud
is not a major problem compared to other types of welfare fraud”? Given the powerful
existing tools and the proportionately large investment in anti-fraud activities, ending
finger imaging should have little impact on fraud.

The millions spent on developing SFIS won’t be recouped, but we can cut our losses. The
state will save the annual operating costs of running SFIS, $8 million. Given that
California ’s budget needs long-term cuts, ending SFIS permanently helps future budgets.
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Department of
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says that SFIS
“saves” $68 million,
won’t ending finger
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hole in the budget
that would need to
be filled?
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deal? Banks, the
DMV and other
places are all
starting to use
finger imaging.
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advocates care so
much about finger
imaging?

Nope. The savings will still be there, but instead of the savings coming from the detection
and prevention of multiple aid fraud from SFIS, the savings would come from other
sources. The savings would come from the use of IEVS (see past IEVS fact sheet) and other
technologies proven to be successful at reducing multiple aid fraud. It will come from
welfare reform changes, such as work requirements that make multiple aid fraud incredibly
unlikely. It will come from new technology such as EBT, which makes multiple aid fraud
less lucrative. In short, since multiple-aid fraud will still be caught and deterred, the
savings will still be there.

The problem is not with finger imaging technology itself, which has a variety applications,
but rather with this particular application of finger imaging technology. The Texas analysis
likened using finger imaging on multiple aid fraud to “using a nuclear bomb to take out an
ant hill." Finger imaging may have other valid, cost effective uses, but given the small
number of multiple aid fraud cases in California, SFIS is not worth it.

Forty-six other states are able to fight fraud without food stamp applicants having to miss
work or jeopardize their employment. Prior to SFIS in California, only one adult had to go
to the food stamp office to apply for food stamps. Now under SFIS, all working adults have
to head into the office, even if it puts their jobs at risk. In addition, many human service
programs that are proven to help working families are on the chopping block. Many feel
that the $8 million going to finger imaging would be better spent on health care, child care
or other assistance programs, which have a proven value to our great state.
Now, more than ever, we need every dollar in the budget to be used effectively. Audit after
audit (CA, TX, NY) shows that finger imaging may not be a wise investment. During these
tight budget times, every dollar, and especially every million dollars, counts. Inefficient
programs, regardless of their noble intent, must be ended.
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H

ow does finger

imaging contribute
to California’s
dismal food stamp
participation rate?

Finger imaging deters potentially eligible families from getting food stamp benefits because
it:
• Adds one more layer of bureaucracy to an already burdensome application process.
USDA reports that it takes an average of five hours and three trips to the food stamp
office to apply for food stamps. For many people, this is simply too much time and
effort to invest in a relatively modest monthly benefit. Unfortunately, finger
imaging adds one more step (and potentially, one more visit) to this long and
complicated process.
• Is a great source of fear for m any people who believe that when they give their
finger image, they risk having that information shared with other government
agencies, including Immigration. This risk is of particular concern to immigrants,
many of whom are already reluctant to use food stamps because of their concerns
with issues of public charge and sponsor liability. Finger imaging is a barrier for
other groups, including survivors of domestic violence and people suffering from
mild or severe mental illness.
• Hinders county efforts to conduct effective outreach to potential participants.
• Because clients still need to come to the main food stamp office to complete fingerimaging requirements, counties have little incentive to outstation workers at nontraditional locations like schools and health clinics.
The audit released by the Bureau of State Audits in January 2003 recommends that the
legislature consider the benefits and these valid concerns about the finger imaging system
when deciding future funding for the system.

W

hat do the

feds say about
finger imaging?

As mentioned above, forty-six states fight duplicate aid fraud without an expensive finger
imaging system by using other technology already at work in California. These anti-fraud
tools have USDA approval – and that should matter since the federal government spends
billions on food stamps (so they have a larger financial interest in getting food stamps only
to those who play by the rules.) In fact, the head of nutrition program recently reported to
Congress that "there's not the waste, fraud and abuse in food stamps that we used to see."

More questions? Contact George Manalo-LeClair at george@cfpa.net or (415) 777-4422 ext. 103 or
Rosaline Chan with Assembly Member Chu at Rosaline.Chan@asm.ca.gov or (916) 319-2049
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